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Artist Statement

I have a great affinity for nature, and am constantly amazed by the magic of 
the processes and phenomena that it brings forth. I am humbled by all the 

information and lessons we have yet to discover from observing natural 
processes. I want to transform my fear for our future into hope and faith in 

nature. 

The natural world around us is the first reality we come to know, and the 
one in which we are present as physical beings. By strengthening our 

relationship with nature, we can not only create more sympathy for our 
planet, but also help ourselves heal and grow. 




‘DEEP ROOTS ARE NOT REACHED BY THE FROST’ 
Interactive sound installation

With the help of modern technology this installation 
makes it possible to show the connection between 
humankind and nature trough audio.  

With this project I want to show that humans and nature have a much 
closer relationship than we may feel. We can see ourselves as part of 
nature again instead of separate from each other. By breaking this 
division, we provide more sympathy, connection, and concern for our 
damaged earth. This installation pulls us back into the ground to 
submerge in a different reality. The root network is a collective 
consciousness from which we can learn many things. Without this 
complex network, we would not survive on Earth. This installation allows 
you to use your hearing and touch to hear the tree roots sing.






Link to the interview about ‘Deep Roots are not 
Reached by the Frost’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IL-JOv1QLU





‘CURRENTLY ALIVE’ 
Bio-Art Woodwork

In this mirror not only your own reflection looks back 
at you. So does the collective consciousness that 
surrounds you. 

With this work I want to invite you to philosophize about your role 
as a part of nature. We are constantly surrounded by an invisible 
universe of bacteria, viruses, pollen and fungi. The purpose of this 
work is to give this invisible world a place to show itself.










Currently working on: combining photography with fungi 

Will go public 24th of May during the exposition taking place at Beverweg 4 in Breda


